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Has your PLM Value Stalled?
It’s time to re-energize your PLM solution. Most
companies start their PLM implementations with high
ambitions for strategic business results. Too often
they get through the first implementation, typically
supporting core Product Data Management (PDM),
and stall.

Beyond that, the manufacturing industry’s shift to the
digital enterprise offers compelling new opportunities
that can expand PLM value including IoT, Digital
Twin, Augmented Reality (AR), and more. There are
proven ways to do it. Let’s explore how your company
can leverage what you have to do more.

Companies like this are missing a golden opportunity.
Once the PLM foundation is in place, there’s a lot
more than can be done to leverage it for greater
value. Our research shows that companies gain
significantly higher levels of ROI from supplemental
PLM projects than from their initial implementation.
“Expanding capabilities is much easier when you
have the foundation in place and a community with
PLM skills,” offers the manager of a leading
transportation equipment manufacturer.
Even if your company has already gone beyond the
basics, it’s likely that changes in your business have
opened up opportunities that weren’t considered
earlier.
PLM Maturity Framework
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PLM is the Foundation for Greater ROI
You’ve made the investment in PLM and done the
hard work of getting it implemented. Now, it’s time to
reap higher rewards. “First we implemented a better
system,” explains an engineer and project manager
from a large nuclear services provider. “When it was
established, we looked into how to get more benefits
from it.”
How can manufacturers leverage what they have for
new business returns? We’ll use Tech-Clarity’s Four
Dimensions of PLM Expansion as a guide.
Manufacturers can increase value by expanding PLM
to:
• More people and departments - expanding
outside of Engineering
• A richer view of the product - going beyond CAD
and technical data
• More processes – going beyond design workflows
• A broader view of the product lifecycle - extending
upstream to support innovation and downstream
to improve manufacturing and service

The Four Dimensions of PLM Expansion

Based on our research, we’ll add another class of
improvement initiatives, integration. Our How Top
Performers Implement, Operate, and Maintain PLM
Integration research finds, “Top Performers, those
that get the most benefits out of their PLM systems,
are more likely to view PLM integration as strategic.
They integrate more design tools and enterprise
applications with PLM, and integrate PLM to more
advanced tools and applications.”
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Locking in the Basics
Before we explore extending beyond core PLM
capabilities, let’s review what they are. We’ll use our
Data Management Framework to share the basic
data management capabilities that most companies
start with:
• Controlling product data
• Providing easy access to Engineering
• Sharing the information outside of Engineering

Core data management also allows companies to
share information with others outside of Engineering.
In many cases, companies want to provide advance
access to give downstream departments early insight
so they can get started on their work with the
confidence that they’ll be notified when changes
occur.

First, it’s important to have design data under control.
This way, information isn’t lost, designs aren’t
overwritten, and everyone uses the most recent
revision. “With PDM you have revision control,
someone can’t just pick up something and change it,
and you’re preserving and managing the data. It’s a
huge benefit to the company,” explains the nuclear
services provider.
The value of storing data expands if you can easily
find it. Effective search allows companies to retrieve
and reuse designs. It also helps them stop recreating
data they can’t find, one of the top contributors to
non-valued-added work in Engineering.

Data Management Value Framework
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Expanding Value around Products
An easy way to extend the value of managed data is to
address more aspects of the product. Most manufacturers
initially manage 3D, mechanical designs in PLM. They
can extend this by adding material data or tolerances to
parts. Or the may use PLM to manage bills of material
(BOMs) to help communicate product details
downstream, preventing errors and delays by removing
ambiguity.
Companies can also extend PLM to include electrical and
software deliverables. Or they can capture more
commercial information like compliance data, marketing
materials, or technical documentation. With the
emergence of the IoT, companies also have the option to
incorporate performance data to create a valuable digital
twin.
The more information you capture in one place, the easier
it is for people to get the information they need. More
importantly, PLM lets companies manage the
relationships between data elements. This lets them
easily identify the impact of deign changes on associated
product deliverables, for example how a design change
impacts simulation results.

Product Data Associativity

One more advanced opportunity is adopting model-based
design (MBD) to incorporate design information directly in
the model. “We have some of our data in a Model-Based
Design environment,” explains the transportation
equipment manufacturer. “With MBD, you give
manufacturing a much clearer, rich data set that reflects
your design intent.”
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Expanding Value around Processes
Managed data opens up the opportunity to manage
the processes surrounding it. Many manufacturers
implement release to manufacturing and engineering
change management workflows as their first
processes, significantly extending the value of their
data. But much more can be done.
Adding a process layer to PLM can significantly
extend business value. For example, companies can
help standardize, streamline, and improve
Engineering decisions such as using standard
“The most differentiated
capabilities used by Top
Performers include more
advanced, business-oriented
functions like product
analytics and product cost
management (PCM).”
Product Lifecycle Management Beyond Managing CAD

materials. “One of the key benefits from PLM was
validating components for certain environments,”
recalls the engineer and project manager. “We
developed an archive of proven materials to eliminate
the learning curve. It reduced our cost so much
because we didn’t just design from scratch.” The
resulting reuse saves time designing a part or
selecting a component, but adds even more value by
eliminating the need to repeat time-consuming tasks
like supplier certification and part validation.
Supporting project and program management
processes is another great option to streamline
overall product development performance. These
improvements not only reduce cost, they can help
drive higher revenue and margins through faster timeto-market.
Beyond traditional processes, digitalization provides
significant opportunities to add value to new
processes. For example, PLM can be extended to
improve service performance with artificial
intelligence (AI) and Augmented Reality (AR).
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Expanding Value around the Lifecycle
Although most companies start their PLM journey by
supporting engineering processes, there’s significant
value in integrating upstream and downstream
functions. One of the most logical extensions is
extending PLM to support manufacturing, providing a
single source of product data to improve efficiency
and reduce errors. PLM can also help manage
manufacturing plans including manufacturing BOMs,
production processes, or CAM programs. As the
manager of the transportation equipment
manufacturer shares “PLM started as the engineering
tool. We maintained that for a while and then grew
the solution a little bit by expanding PLM to the
component side of things, where a manufacturing
group started adding operation sequences to the
BOM to be passed to ERP.”
Other downstream functions that benefit from PLM
include Purchasing to improve part selection or
reduce leadtimes, or Service to reuse information,
reduce cost, or increase service revenue. The IoT
opens up even more opportunities by associating
actual performance data to the product.

Manufacturers shouldn’t ignore the value of upstream
opportunities. For example, they can extend PLM to
manage requirements and provide traceability
throughout the design process. This can help drive
quality, reduce integration issues, and improve
product performance.
Beyond that, many manufacturers are focused on
streamlining and integrating product information
across the lifecycle to develop a cohesive digital
thread.
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Expanding Value around People
Let’s complete the four dimensions of PLM by looking
at how to extend PLM value by focusing on more
people and departments. Many implementations end
up being limited to Engineering. Extending to more
people can provide benefits in multiple ways. First, it
allows Engineering to get more feedback and input to
improve their designs, for example by designing for
cost, sustainability, or manufacturability.
Including more perspectives is becoming increasingly
important as product complexity increases due to
smarter, more connected products. These products
require closer collaboration across design disciplines
and other departments to ensure an integrated
product experience.
It’s important to recognize that extending PLM can
provide value by simply getting accurate data to
downstream departments so they can do their jobs
efficiently and with quality. Getting information to
others sooner lets them work in parallel, improving
time-to-market to get a competitive advantage.

The manager explains the practical importance of
extending PLM to more people at transportation
equipment manufacturer. ““If people aren’t using the
most current data then you could build it wrong or
parts don’t fit. Consuming manufacturing and
engineering time with scrap and rework adds up fast
if there’s an error due to data quality. And the longer
the error goes downstream, the more trouble it is.”

“We created an internal site
linked to PLM for visualization.
Manufacturing can see
engineering documents,
drawings, and 3D PDFs and
only has one place to go.”

Manager, Transportation Equipment Manufacturer
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Expanding Value around Integration
Another way to gain more value is to integrate PLM
with other systems such as ERP or CRM. Integration
helps support the four dimensions described above
and further streamline operations across
departmental boundaries.
Our research, How Top Performers Implement,
Operate, and Maintain PLM Integration, finds that
PLM integration helps drive better business
performance. It shows that Top Performers, those that
get better business results, “have integrated, on
average, to 45% more enterprise applications and
65% more design tools than Others. They also
integrate more data, including more information that
spans the enterprise and the supply chain. This leads
us to the conclusion that better PLM integration is
simply good business.”
Integration offers benefits in multiple ways. Tactically,
it can reduce manual data entry that costs time and
leads to errors. “Every time you do something
manually there’s some amount of error. With the first
integration people saw the value because it
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PLM Integration Priority by Performance Class
How Top Performers Implement, Operate, and Maintain PLM Integration

eliminated a lot of extra work and reduced errors,”
offers the engineer and project manager from a large
nuclear services provider.
Strategically, integration can do even more. PLM
integration links important people, processes, and
information to help create a cohesive digital
enterprise.
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Expanding Your PLM Value
Most companies have a lot more value to extract from
PLM. Even if your company has completed all of your
planned phases and met your original goals, it’s very
likely they could go beyond what they initially
expected.
Many companies can get more by simply extending
what they have. The digital evolution of the
manufacturing industry and PLM’s adoption of
platform and cloud architectures have unlocked
significant new opportunities for business value for
those that want to go further.

PLM helps companies manage complexity, improve
productivity, and reduce cost. But PLM can do more,
enabling top-line growth and margin expansion. It’s
also important to recognize that digitalization is
changing the market landscape. PLM can provide the
foundation to support IoT and other transformational
initiatives that may significantly change your
company’s value proposition and competitive
standing. It’s time to get started.

It’s time for companies to start with the business in
mind, make sure they’ve locked in the value available
from the basics, and then look to achieve more.
“Think of it as an ROI driven investment,” advises the
manager of the transportation equipment
manufacturer. “Don’t just do it because it’s cool, have
a vision for where you want to go and how the tools
will get you there. Do the evaluation to make sure it’s
worthwhile for the business. Keep improving so you
don’t become stagnant.”
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